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ON THE GEOMETRY OF PLANES 

IN A PARABOLIC SPACE 

OF FOUR DIMENSIONS* 

BY 

IRVING STRINGHAM 

Literature. 

Of the literature of the geometry of hyperspace that has accumulated in recent 
years the following papers are cited as having points of contact with the ideas 
here set forth: 

CLIFFORD: Prelinminary Sketch of Biquaternions in P r o c e e d i n g s o f t h e 
London Mathematical Society, vol. 4 (1873), pp. 381-395. CLIF- 

FORD'S theory of parallels in elliptic space is identical with the theory of isoclinal 
systems of planes in four-dimensional space; namely, planes that pass through a 
fixed point and make equal dihedral angles with any transversal plane through 
the same point. (See ?? 30-3 2 of this paper.) 

CHARLES S. PEIRCE: Reprint of the Linear Associative Algebra of BENJA- 
MIN PEIRCE in the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 4 (1881). 
In the foot-note of page 132 attention is called to the fact that in four-dimen- 
sional space two planes may be so related to one another that every straight line 
in the one is perpendicular to every straight line in the other. (See ? 28 (3) of 
this paper.) 

I. STRINGHAM: (1) On a Geometrical interpretation of the Linear Bilateral 
Quaternion Equation; (2) On the Rotation of a Rigid Systenm in Space of 
Four Dimensions; (3) On the Measure of 4Inclination of two Planes in 
Space qf Four Dimensions. Papers presented to Section A of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, the first two at the Philadelphia 
neeting of 1884, the third at the Cleveland meeting of 1888. Abstracts printed 
in Proceedings of the Association, 1884, pp. 54-56, and privately, 1888. 
These papers form the nucleus of the present investigation. 

A. BUTCHHEIM: A Mfemoir on Biqataternions, in the A m e r i c a n J o u r n al 

* Presented to the Society (Chicago) December 27, 1900. Received for publication December 
7, 1900. 

183 
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 13 
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of Mathematics, vol. 7 (1885). The geometrical part is devoted to the 
geometry of non-Euclidean space. The theory of parallels is discussed oln pp. 
301-306, 316-325. 

W. KILLING: Die nicht-Eulklidischen Raumformen, Leipzig, 1 885. 
Section 8, pp. 148-160, discusses, under the title: "Die gegenseitige Lage 
zweier Ebene," the relations to one another of ,a- and v-dimensional planes in an 
n-dimensionial space. 

CAYLEY: On the quaternion Equation q Q - Qq = 0, and On the Matrical 
Equation qQ - Qq'= 0; Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 14 (1885), 
pp. 108-112 and 300-304, or Mathematical Papers, vol. 12, pp. 300- 
304 and 311-313. The first paper discusses the character of the roots of the 
equation q Q - Qq' 0 ; the second interprets q, q', Q as matrices. 

KLEIN. Vorlesungen iiber nicht-Euklidische Geometrie, II., 1890 (Zweiter 
Abdruck, 1893). On pages 120-124 the author identifies quaternion multipli- 
cations with orthogonal substitutions in four variables. In particular the prod- 
ucts p q and q p are called respectively " eine Schiebung erster Art" and 
"eine Schiebung zweiter Art"; these are the parallel and contra-parallel trans- 
lations of Professor HATHAWAY'S paper number (1), cited below. CLIFFORD'S 

theory of parallels in elliptic space is explained in the Vorlesungen on pages 
228-237. KLEIN'S theory of Schiebungen was first presented to the members 
of his Seminar in January and February, 1880. 

G. VERONESE: Fondamenti di Geometria, Padua, 1891, Part II, Book I, 
p. 455 et sq. Chapter 1 diseusses elementary theorems in the geometry of four- 
dimensional space, some of which deal with the perpendicularity, parallelism, and 
intersectiolns of planes. 

M. BRUCKNER; Die Elemente der vierdimensionalen Geometrie mit beson- 
derer Beriicksichtigung der Polytrope; Jahresber. d. Ver. f. Naturk., 
Zwickau, 1893. I have not been able to consult a copy of this paper, but 
SCHLEGEL, in Fortschritte der Mathematik, vol. 25, p. 1028, says: 
"Die . Arbeit giebt eine auf griindlicher Litteraturkenntnis beruhende und 
durch grosse Klarheit in der Darstellung sich empfehlende Zusammenstelluiig 
der in der elementaren vierdimensionalen Geometrie erzielten Resultate, und 
fiillt dadurch in erwiinschter Weise eine Liieke in der deutschen Litteratur aus." 

P. CASSINI: Sulla geometria pura Euclidiana ad n dimensioni; A t t i d e 1 
Reale Instituto Ven eto (7), vol. 5 (1894), p. 820 et sq., discusses metrical 
geometry in four-dimensional space; but see F o r t s ch r i t t e d e r M at h e- 
matik, vol. 25, p. 1035. 

A. S. HATHAWAY: (1) Quaternions as Numbers of Four-Dimensional 
Space, in Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 4 
(1897), pp. 54-57'; (2) Alternate Processes, in Proceedings of the Indi- 
ana Academy of Sciences, Indianapolis, 1897, pp. 1-10; (3) Linear 
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Transjorrnations in Four-Dimensional Space, in B u 11 e t i n of t h e A in e r ic an 
M a t h e m a t i c a 1 S o c i e t y, vol. 5 (1898), pp. 93-94. The ftindamental ideas 
and formulhe of these papers are the same as those that were used in my papers 
of 1884 and 1888. Specifically Professor HATHAWAY exemplifies the utility 
of the quaternion analysis for the followinlg purposes: (1) To interpret CLIF- 
FORD'S theory of parallels in elliptic space (KLEIN'S Schiebungen), there stated 
in terms of great circular arcs on the hypersphere of four-dimensional space 
(see this paper, ?? 30-32); (2) To determine certain angles, areas, and volumes 
in four-dimensional space; (3) To fornmulate the theory of certain four-dimen- 
sional space transformations, in particular rotations (cf. my paper numbered 
(2) above). 

A. N. WHITEHEAD: Uiiversal Algebra, vol. 1 (1898). At pp. 405-406, 
409 the properties of parallels in elliptic space are explained by means of the 
Calculus of Extension (Ausdehnungslehre). 

?? 1-12. SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

1. The Quaternionic MJianifold. The four-dimensional space here considered 
is a point-manifold whose point-elements are uniquely determined by the sets of 
real variable nutnbers w, x, y, z, regarded as rectangular coordinates. To real 
numbers shall correspond always and only real points. 

The space inay be defined as the domain of the continuous translational and 
rotational transformation groups expressed in terms of the coordinates. The 
translations are the linear transformations of the form: 

w + g, x + a, y + b, z + c; 

and the rotations are the orthogonal transformations of the type: 

jiw + aix + bjy + ciz (i--1, 2, 3, 4). 

In the quaternion analysis these are respectively additions anid multiplica- 
tions, and the co6rdinates of the transformed point are, in every case, the re- 
sultant coefficients of the fundamental units 1, i, j, k. The quaternion terms, 
or factors, being 

q =g + ai + bj + ck, p= w + xi + yj + zk, 

translations are represented by the sum 

p + q = (w + q) + (x + a)i + (y + b)j + (z + c)k, 
rotations by the products: pq, qp, qpq,-, etc., provided (in the latter case) 
the condition Tq = Tq' = a constant be assigned. Thus, in particular, 

qp= W + Xi +J j + Zk , 
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where 
W= gw - ax + by - cz, 

X= aw + gx - cy + bz, 

Y= bw + cx ? gy - az, 

Z = cw - bx + ay + gz, 

and in these equations all the conditions of orthogonality are satisfied if 

g2 + a2 + b2 + c2 = 1. 

Such multiplications obviously constitute an orthogonal group, that is a group 
of rotations in the quaternionic manifold, rotations having bere the same mean- 
ing as when expressed in terms of the Cartesian analysis.* 

Now it is well known that the continiuous translational and rotational trans- 
formation groups (expressed in the Cartesian form) constitute the totality of the 
possible real movements, without distortion, in a parabolic space defined by the 
variables w, x, y, z; and the quaternion operations do actually reproduce such 
transformation groups, are therefore competent to interpret the geometry of a 
parabolic space of four dimensions. But do quaternion additions and multipli- 
cations suffice to produce all the movements (without distortion) of such a 
space ? 

In order to answer this question I assume that a rigid body is fixed by four 
points that have no special relation to one another, e. g., do not lie in a space 
of two dimensions, and I then show that, by quaternion additions and multipli- 
cations, any one set of four points o?, al, b1, cl can be nmoved into any second 
set o', a', b', c' congruent to the first, but otherwise arbitrarily placed. The letters 
here used denote quaternions except where statement to the contrary is made. 

Place the origin at the point defined by o', so that o', regarded as a quater- 
nion, has a zero tensor. 

By a first operation of addition applied to eachl of the points 01 , a1, b1, c1, 
the additive term being o' - 01, we transform (01, a1, b1, c1) into (o', a, b, c) 
where 

a, b, c =-0 + a, -01 + bl, -o, + cl, 

and the application of the proper test shows that (o', a, b, c) is actually con- 
gruent to (01, a1, bi, c1) 

By a second operation of multiplication (o', a, b, c) can now be transformed 
into (o', a', b', c'). In fact, the origiin being still at o', if it be defined in gen- 
eral that 

r(a. b .. ) r' = r'(rar', rbr', ) 
* Cf. KLEIN: loc. cit. and VJor7esungen jiber das Ikosaeder (1884), pp. 35, 36; also CAYLEY: 

On Certain Results Relating to Quaternions in Philosophical Magazine, vol. 26 (1845), pp. 
141-145, or Mathematical Papers, vol. 1, pp. 123-126. 
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it is easily verified that 

q(o', Cl, sc) a-'q-la I=(ol I a', b',I c') 
where 

q = ( -' _ Y) + (Y' _- y) 
and 

a, y, /', y' = Vba-1, Vca-1, Vb'a'', Vc'a''; 

and again, the application of the proper test shows that (o', a', b', c') is actu- 
ally congruent to (o', a, b, c). 

By means of appropriate quaternion operations we may therefore transport 
without distortion the elements and configurations of our quaternionic space from 
any given position to any other. 

The system of measurement is parabolic. But one shouLld not forget that the 
quaternion analysis augtnented into a calculus of biquaterniions (CLIFFORD, 

BUCHHEIM), or of octonions (McAULAY), may suffice to interpret both the 
elliptic and the hyperbolic forms of a four-dimensional space. 

In concluding this preliminary discussion it is pertinent to remark that the 
quaternion theory makes its interpretations in strict analogy with the vector 
interpretations of a parabolic space qf three dimensions and, so far as they 
are known, takes them for granted. The quaternionic four-dimensional space is 
therefore the analogue of that three-dimensional space which allows itself to be 
explained by the Hamiltonian vector analysis. 

2. Nomenclature. The terms solid, surface, plane, sphere, curve, line, etc., 
will be used with their ordinary significations in Euclidean geometry. 

By space, without qualification, is meant Euclidean space of three dimensionis. 
When spoken of as a locus it may be conveniently called a Euclidean. 

By the director of a point, or the quaternion of a point, is meant the directed 
straight line drawn from the origin to the point. Geometrically interpreted, a 
quaternion is a director. 

The word perpendicular, when nlot qualified, is used in its ordinary sense; 
thus two planes are perpendicular to one another when a straight line can be 
fotund in one of them which is perpendicular to every straight line in the other. 

Two planes are said to be hyperperpendicular to one another when every 
straight line in the one planie is perpendicular to every straight line in the other. 

In general, and unless specification to the contrary be made, the letters a, b, 
c, d, e,p, q, r, s, t, u, v denote quaternions, h, 1, mn, n, I , y, z, 0, f, *f, 
x scalars, a, ,8 I 'y, s, p, Io, I vectors. The four fundamental quaternion units 
are denoted by 1, i i j, k and their geometrical meaning is: four mutually per- 
pendicular directors of unit length. The Hamiltonian notation is employed 
throughout. 

3. Amnplitude. When the quaternion is written in the form 

q = I (cos 4 + X sin u), 
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in which I is its tensor and X is a unit vector, b is called its amplitude. The 
scalar part, I cos 0, regarded as a director, lies along the scalar axis, and the 
vector part, IX sin b, is the director-perpendicular dropped froii the extremity 
of q to the scalar axis; for this axis is, by definitioni, perpendicular to i, j, and 
k, and consequently also perpendicular to every vector. The amplitude is 

q 

LX sin + 

0 lcosf 
therefore the angle (more strictly the arc-ratio of angle) between the quaternion, 
regarded as a director, and the scalar axis. When _ = '71-/'2, the quaternion 
director becomes a vector and is at right angles to the scalar axis; when = 0, 
it is a part of the scalar axis itself. 

4. Geometric Addition. As applied to a series of quaternions, interpreted 
as directors in a four-dimensional space, the law of geometric addition is: The 
sum of any two or more quaternion-directors (whether they be vectors, scalars, 
or any combinations of these) is the director that extends from the initial to the 
terminal extremity of the zig-zag formed by so disposing the several director- 
terins of the sumn that all their intermediate extremities are conterminous. 

By assunling the existence of a fourth independent direction in space, the geo- 
metrical interpretation of a quaternion (as given in ? 2) makes this law of geomet- 
ric addition a mere corollary of the law of vector addition in a three-dimensional 
domaini. We require only to reiterate, for quadrinomials of the form w + ix 
+ jy + kz, the statements that are valid for trinomials of the form ix + jy + kz. 

Since quaternions obey the commutative law of addition, several geometrical 
steps lead to the same position in whatever order they may be taken, and two 
directors are identical when either one of them can be derived from the other 
by a simple translation unaccompanied by any rotation. If a rotation is required 
in order to bring the two directors into coincidence, they are distinguishable 
from one another by the fact that their versor parts are distinct. This commu- 
tative law in geometric addition implies the validity of the so-called parallel 
axiom and demands the existence of parallel elements (lines, planes, etc.), paral- 
lelisrn being determined by the usual Euclidean criteria. 

5. Relative Direction. Let the quaternions q, q', which, for convenience and 
without loss of generality, may have unit tensors, be written in the binomial 
forms: 

q=cosf +Xsinc, 

q' cos' + X' sin b', 
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and denote by 0 the angle they form with one another. The ratio of q to q' is 

q/q'-= (cos 4 + X sin 4) (cos X' - ' sin 4'), 
or, in its developed form, 

q/q' = cos 4 cos 4' sin 4 sin 4'SXX' 

? X sin 4 cos 4' X' sin 4' cos 4-sin 4 sin 4'Vxx', 
and 

Sq/q' cos 4 cos 4)' - sin 4 sin 4'SXX' 

cos 4 cos 4' + sin 4 sin 4)' cos (X, X'). 

We may represent the arcs 4, 4', 0 by the sides of a spherical triangle on the 
surface of a unit sphere. In such a figure the intersection of the planes of the 

0 1 W 

arcs 4, 4' is the scalar axis and the angle of the vectors X, X' is the angle be- 
tween these two planes. Hence, by the cosine formula of splherical trigonometry, 

cos 0 = cos 4 cos 4' + sin 4 sin 4' cos (X, X') . 
Thus the measure of the inclination of q to q' is 

Sq/q' = cos 0 .* 

In order that q and q' may be perpendicular to one another it is necessary 
and sufficient that 0 =r/2 or an odd multiple of 7r/2. Hence: 

The necessary and sufficient condition in order that two directors q, q' may 
be peipendicular to one another is that their ratio shall be a vector. Symbol- 
ically, 

S qKq' 0. 

To obtain the condition of parallelism we note that the vector part of q/q' is 

Vq/q' i= X sin 4) cos 4' - X' sin 4' cos 4 - sin 4 sin 4'VXX', 

and that q and q' are parallel (or identical) if, and only if, their versor parts 
are either identical, or differ only in algebraic sign; that is, if 

4)' 4) + n7r, X' _ XI VXX' = O, 

where n = 0, or a positive integer. But these conditions are fully expressed 
in the equation 

* Cf. HATHAWAY: loc. cit. (1) p. 55. 
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Vq,lq' = ? X sin (k - ') = . 

Hence, the necessary and sufficient condition in order th(at two directors 
q, q' may be parallel is that their ratio shall be a scalar. Symbolically, 

V qKq' 0, 

In the conditions S qKp = 0, V qKp = 0, the requirement that p and q 
shall have unit tensors is obviously not necessary. 

6. Binomial Form of q/p. Let 0 be the angle between any two quaternion 
directors p, q, let s be the director-perpendicular dropped from the terminal ex- 

q 

0 r 

tremnity of q to p, and r the director from the origin (intersection of p , q) to 
the foot of this perpendicular. Then, by geometric addition, 

q r + s 
and 

qlp = r/p + s(p; 

and s/p, being the ratio of a pair of mutually perpendicular directors, is a vector. 
Hence, if p be defined as the ratio Us/Up, it is a unit vector and 

Tq 
q/lP=1j-(cos 0 + p sin 0). 

7. Projection. It is now evident that 

S qKp = TqTp cos (p, q), 
and that 

TV. qKp = TqTp sin (p, q); 
and since obviously 

S (V qKp) (Up Kp) =0, 

(V . qKp)Up is perpendicular to p . Hence the identity 

q = (S * qKp) (Kp)-I + (V . qKp) (Kp>' 

has the following evidenit interpretation: 

S . qKp Up = projection of q upon p 
Tp - 

V 
. qKp Up = projection of q upon a director perpendicular to p, 
Tp 

and the sum of these two projections is q itself. 
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8. Rectangular Coordinates. The propositions of ? 5 might have been 
proved in terms of rectangular coordinates. Suppose the two quaternions given 
in the quadrinomial form: 

q=w + ix+jy ?+ k 

=- w' + ix' + jy' + kz' . 

Their direction cosines are 

w/l t w/1 qJ/I , /1, 

w/l', xj/1, y'/l , 4/1, 
where 

= VW2 + X2 + y2 + Z2, 

= IVW 2+ X2 + y2 + Z,2 

and the formula for the cosine of the anigle between them is 

WW' + xX' + yy' + zz' 
CosO0= ill 

The ratio of q to q' may be written in the form 

/ , (w ix +jy+ k)(w' - '-jy'1 kz') 
w' + 2 + ,2 + % 

In the numerator of this fraction the coefficients of 1, i, j, and k are respectively, 

W= ww' + xx' +yy' + zz' 

x= w - wX + yz y z, 

Y= w'y -Wy' + zx' - x, 

Z = w'z - wz' + xy' - x'y; 

and in terms of these q/q' takes the form 

W+ = iX+JY+ kZ 
qlq r 2 

In order that q and q' may be perpendicular to one another it is necessary 
and sufficient that 

ww'+ xx' +yy'+zz' =O, i.e., W=O, 

or otherwise expressed, 
q/q= a vector. 
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In order that q and q' may be parallel to onie another it is necessary and suf- 
ficient that 

w x y z 
w x y z 

that is, 
iX?jY? kZ- 0 

or otherwise expressed, 
q/q' = a scalar. 

9. Equations of Loci. In general it will be found that a quaternion equa- 
tion in one variable has a definite, finite number of solutions and that, if it 
represent a locus, its coefficients must satisfy certain conditions, a remark in fact 
that is justified by the observation that the quaternion equation 

f(q) =0 

is equivalent to a system of four scalar equations in four scalar variables. Thus 
a principal first step in the interpretation of the linear equation as a locus will 
be the assigning of the conditions necessary and sufficient in order that the equa- 
tion may have an infinite number of solutions. 

10. Tr-ansference of Origin. By virtue of the law of geometric addition, a 
locus, given in terms of a variable quaternion p, may be referred to a new 
origin, whose director is c, and be represented by an equation in terms of a new 
variable quaternion q, by substituting 

p = c + q 

in the given equation. Thus the equiation 

ap ?pa-'aa + 2a= 0 (a2- 1) 

is satisfied by the value p = aa and is referred to a point in the locus itself, as 
a new origin, by writing 

p = a(t + q 

and through this substitution it becomes 

aq + qa-laa = 0. 

In comparing two or more loci, advantage may be taken of this principle in 
order to simplify one or more of the equations by transferring the origin to a 
point within one of the loci, or to a point common to two or more of them. 

11. Solution of alp +_pa2 = c. I indicate briefly HAMILTON'S solution of 
this equation.* Denote the conjugate of a2 by a2 t and multiply ap + pa2 pro- 
gressively by a, , regressively by a-2 and add; there results 

*Lectures o0/ Quaternions, p. 565, or TAIT'S Treatise on Quaternions, 3d ed., p. 136. 

t This notation is used throughout the paper. 
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{al + a,(a2 + a2) + aaip = a c +ca2, 
or 

p = (al + 2a1Sa2 + a2 a-' (alc + ca-2)e 

If nullitats (quaternions involving scalar V- 1 and having zero tensors) be 
excluded the equation has in general but one root. For, denote any root by b; 
then 

a1b + ba2 c, 

and the original equation may be written in the form 

a(p -b) +(p -b)a2 = ; 

and if p be supposed to have any other value than b, for such value p - b does 
not vanish and 

a, (p -b) a2 (p b) 

is not indeterminate; therefore 

Sa =-Sa2, Ta =Ta2. 

Thus the coefficients are not independent and the equation may be written 

a1p + pa2 =C 

in which a, = Va, ca2= Va2, and Ta, = Ta2. 
It follows that unless the conditions: Sal = - Sa2, Ta, = Ta2, be satisfied, 

the equation has but one root. But if it have more than one, it then has an in- 
finite number of roots and represents a locus. 

12. As an example of other equations in a variable quaternion p whose solu- 
tion leads to this linear bilateral forin, coinsider 

Sap =m, Sbp =n, 

which obviously represent a pair of Euclideans (ordinary spaces of three dimen- 
sions). They are equivalent to 

ap+pa=2m, bp+pb=2n, 

from which is obtained, by a series of sufficiently simple operations, 

bal -pba = 2(mb -na), 

and since Sba = Sba and Tba = Tba- = Tab, this inay be written 

2(nti- mb)0 
UVba p -p UVba + Vab ) . 

Here again is a single equation in a variable quaternion p representing a locus, 
viz., the intersection of a pair of Euclideans. 
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? 13-16. Loci OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 

13. Planes throutgh the Origin. If a, and a2 be any two unit vectors and p 
a variable quaternion such that 

a1p +pa2 ? 0 
then 

S(a, + a2)VP = 0 

Thus, under the conditions imposed, Vp moves in a plane through the origin 
perpendicular to a1 + a2 and can therefore be written in the form 

Vp = x(- a2) + yVala2, 

in which x anid y are independent variable scalars; thus p has the form 

p = X(a1 -a2) + yVa1a2 + Sp' 

Subject this expression for p to the condition that it satisfy the equation 
alp +pa2 = 0 and note that the part involving x(a, - a2) vanishes identically. 
There remains 

a1(yVa1a2 + Sp) + (yVala2 + Sp) a2 = a 

and this solved for kSp gives 

Sp = y(a1 - a2) (a, + a2) 'Va1a2 = y( + Sa1a2), 
whence 

p = (a- a2) - yac(a, - a2) 

Thus, as x and y vary p moves in the plane of the two directors a, - a2, 
a -(a- a2) and the equation of this plane is 

alp + pa2 = a 

Or this equation may be written in the form 

aP -pa'ala = 0, 
where a is any quaternion satisfying the condition ala + aa2= 0. 

14. Planes through any Point. If q satisfy the equation 

a,q + qa2 + 2a =0, (a2=a2=2 1), 
it is inmmediately evident that ala = aa2 and that therefore 

a1a1a?+aa.a +2a=0. 
Hence the values of q that satisfy this equation can be written in the form 
(1) q = ala + x(a1 - a2) - ya,(al - a2) ,* 

where x and y are arbitrary scalars. The equation represents a plane through 
the extremity of a1a. 

* STRINGHAM: IOC. Cit. (1) (1884), pp. 54-55. 
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These values of q may also be expressed in either of the forms: 

q = ala + la' (a - a2) 

q = aa + ar -ra2 a 

where I and z are arbitrary scalars and r is an arbitrary quaternion. The veri- 
fications are easily made by substitution in the equation. 

It is important to observe that since ala = aa2, only two constants, a unit 
vector and a quaternion, are lnecessary for the complete determination of a plane. 
Thus, these constants being a1 and a, the equationi is 

a1 p + p - a-1a,a + 2a = 0. 

15. Planes containing given Elements. Such an equation as the onle last 
written represents any plane in four-dimensional space. For, suppose the plane 
to be determined by a point ao and two straight lines c, e through this point. 
We may find two unit vectors a1, a2 such that 

a1c + ca2= 0, ae + ea2 = 0. 

In fact the solution of these equations for a1, a2 is 

al =-4UVeci a2= +UVec, 

and by substitution in the equations it is found that these versors must have like 
signs. The vectors a1, a2 being thus determined, let a _ a1ao (equivalent to 
ao = a1a) and consider the equation 

a1p + pa2 + 2a= 0. 

It is the equation of a plane and it is satisfied by ao, by ao + c and by a, + e, 
and thus, as required, it represents the plane that contains the point ao and the 
lines c, e. 

If the plane be determined by three points, c, d, e, the equations of condition 
for a1, a2 may be written in the form 

a1(c -d) + (c -d)a2 = 0 al(c -e) + (c-e)a2= ? 
and then 

a1 UV(cd J de + ec), a2 =UV(cd + de +ec), 

a - 12(a c + ca2) - (ald + da2) - -(a,e + ea2) . 

16. The director a1a is perpendicular to the plane. For since ala = aa2, 

Sala{x(a2- a1) - y(al - a2)a} = 0, 

the condition for perpendicularity (? 5). Thus, the equation of a plane through 
the extremity of, and perpendicular to, a given director ao is 

alq + qa2 - 2a1a 0= 0, 
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in which a1, a2 are any two unit vectors, satisfying the condition a1a0= a0a2. 
It will be convenient to write (a1, a2, 2a) as an abbreviation meaning: the 

plane whose equation is alq + qa2 + 2a = 0 (a2 = alala). 

?? 17-22. INTERSECTIONS. 

17. Director of Meeting-point. It is here shown that two planes, 

alp + pa2 + 2a = ? 31p + p32 + 2b = 0 

always meet in at least one point, and the director to this point is found in 
terms of the constants of the equation. Operate progressively and regressively 
on the first equation with i, l2, on the second with a1 ,a2 and in each case 
take the difference of the products and then add these differences together; the 
result is 

2pS(al81 - a2182) + 2(138a - afl2 + alb - ba2)= 0. 

Hence, in general 
/3,a - a/32 + alb - ba2 

P = S(a2/32 - a,I31) 

If the planes have two points in common they have a line of intersection and 
a relation between the coefficients is obviously necessary. Hence, in general, 
two planes meet in one and only one poinit. 

18. Intersection Lines at the Orign.- In order that the two planes 
(a1, a2 0), (1 , 82 0 ?) , which meet at the origin, may meet in a straight 
line, it is necessary and sufficient that Sal31= Sa232. 

It is necessary; for, if there be some value of p not zero that satisfies the two 
equations alp + pa2 = 0 f 81P + P/82 = 0, then 

al - pa2P aS1 P p/2P, 
and therefore 

Sal31/ = Sa2/52 
It is sufficient; for, if 

c = /(x - yal) (a, + a2) - (x - yal) (a, + a2)182, 

where x and y are arbitrary scalars, then the colndition Sal,/1 = Sa2,32 suffices 
to make a1c + ca2 = 0 , 31c + c/2 = 0, and thus the two planes ineet in c . 

39. Cosine of a Dihedral Angle. Two planes are stupposed to meet in a 
straight line at the orligin. Let u, v be two unit directors drawn, u in the plane 
(a1, a25 0), v in the plane (,/1, ,B2, 0) perpendicular to their line of intersec- 
tion. Then alu lies in (a1, a2, 0) and /Sv in (,/1, ,B2, 0), and identically 

SnlTz = S'81 u O F 

colnditions sufficient to make alu and /81v perpendicular respectively to u and v. 
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Hence alu and /3,v are two expressions for the intersection line of the two planes 
and alu ? 13,81v, whence 

Suv= ? Sal31 = Sa2. ( 1S) 

These are the cosines of the dihedral angles formed by the two planes. 
The planes are perpendicular to one another if Sal,1/ = Sa22 =0. 
20. Intersection Lines in General.-In order that the two planes (a,, a2, 2a), 

(131 /82, 2b) may meet in a 3traight line it is necessary and suffcient that 

alb - ba2+ 31a -a2 =0 . 

If the two planes meet in a straight line at a finiite distance it will be possible 
to transfer the origin to a point in this line alnd thus reduce the equations to the 
form 

aq + qa2 =, flq + q12 = O 

Hence (?18) anecessary condition for a straight-line intersection is Sal3,1 = Sa2/32. 
But when this condition is satisfied the expressioln (? 17) 

alb- ba2+1a- a-a12 

S(a2J2 - al,81) 

for a point of intersection of the two planes, is determinate and infinite unless 
the numerator vanish. Hence the condition 

ab -ba2 +)3,a- 3=0 
is necessary. 

This condition requires that Sal81/ = Sa3,82, but the converse of this state- 
ment is not true; for if 

f =alb -ba2, g= /1a-a12, m =S(a2 -2 a1131), 

then the identical relations 

alf + fa2 = 0, aIg + ga2 + 2am- 0, 

fl1g+gfl2 = 31f?f12+2bm-=0 

put in immediate evidence the fact that, x beinig any scalar,,= xg makes 
m - , and vice versa, but m = 0 does not involve f+ g = 0. 

The sufficiency of the condition f + g = 0 will now be proved if it be shown 
that the vanishing of f + g makes it possible to assign a singly infiniite series of 
quaternion directors which satisfy the equations of the two planes. But identi- 
cally, 

a Vab *f + Vab fa2 = aff, 

/3,Vba g + Vba g132 = bgg, 
and, iff + g - 0, also 

/81Vab f + Vab =02 bff 

alXf + Xfa2=0 ? a81Xf + l f+ 2 f =0? 
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where x is an arbitrary scalar. Hence, providedf and g be not separately zero, 
(x - 2Vab)/f represents a singly infinite series of quaternions possessing, the re. 
quired property. 

Thus the condition f g * 0 determines that the two planes meet in a 
straight line and enables IIs to assign as its equation 

p = (x - 2Vab)/f. 
Here neither f nor Vab can vanish separately; for if b = ya, then 

f= y (ala - aa 2) 0 , and if f= 0 both a and b represent the same director, 
namely the intersection of the two planes (al, - a2, 0), (1%1, -82 2 0), 
which can only happen when b is a nunmerical multiple of a. 

Suppose then thatf = g 0; there are two cases: 

(1) alb = ba2 t 31a a/2; (2) ab -ba-2 = 81a 3 aB2. 
(1) If alb = ba2 * /31a = a/32, then the above expression for p may be e- 

placed by 
p = (Val/3)-'(131a - alb + xa) 

which, as may be easily verified, reduces the equations of (al, a2, 2a), 

(/1 /32, 2b) to identities for all (scalar) values of x . This is again the equa- 
tion of a straight line. (I have niot proved that Val,81 is not zero.) 

(2) If alb = ba2 = /3a = a/32, a formal solution is 

p = (Val31)-'(/31 + x)a, 
an expression which again reduces the equations of the two planes to identities. 
But here, since b is a multiple of a and since now al,81 - ab-1, we have 
Val,81 = 0 and therefore 

B1 1 al, oB 2 a,), 

and the signs must be + + or . Hence p = co. This is the case of par- 
allel planes, as will be shown in the sequel (? 29). 

Thus, in whatever way f + g becornes zero the two planes meet in a straight 
line, either at a finite or at an inifinite distance. 

Incidentally, either - 2Vab/f or (Va1,1)-'(813a - a1b), the former in the 
general case, the latter when alb = ba2 $ 813a = a/32, is determined as the direc- 
tor-perpendicular from the origin to the intersection-line of the two planes. 
This is made evident by applving the test of (? 5). 

21. Intersections at Infinity. If the two planes meet only once at an in- 
finite distance, we must have (f + g)/m = 0, andf + g * 0 (? 20), and these 
conditions are obviously sufficient. Hence, taking, account of ? 20 (2): 

For the two planes (a1, a2 , 2a), (i31 / 2' 2b) to meet at infinity, the neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions are: 

if at a point, Saj31 = Sa2/28, f g 9 0; 
if in a line, 31 = al, 12- i a2. 
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22. . Normals. It is easily verified that: 
(1) The perpendicular distance (director-normal) between the two planes 

(al, a2 2a) and (a1, a2 2b) is, in both magnitude and direction, a,(a - b). 
(2) The director normal from the extremity of c to the plane (a,, a2, 2b) is 

4a,(2a + a,c + ca2). 

(3) It has been shown in ? 21 that the director-normal from the origin to the 
intersection of (al, a2, 2a) and (1%, /8S2 2b) is 

(ab - ba)l(bal - a2b) 

the conditionsf + g = 0 , f * g being here essential. 

?? 23-27. DIVERGENCE OF Two PLANES AND ITS MEASURE. 

23. Isoclinal Angles. Two planes meet, in general, in a poinlt or in a straight 
line (?? 17, 20). It is always possible, as will presently appear, to pass through 
any point commoln to two given planes other (transversal) plalnes which meet the 
former in straight lines and form with them equal opposite interior dihedral 
angles. The plane angle formed by the edges of the two dihedrals, whose plane 
as viewed from a point between the two given planes is equally inclined to them, 
will be called their isoclinal angle. This angle is an appropriate index (measure) 
of the amount (rapidity) of the divergence of the two planes under a special 
aspect, namely, from the vertex and in the direction of the sides of the isoclinal 
angle. Its variations afford the means for determining certain important rela- 
tions of planes to one another. 

The given planes being (a,, a2, 2a), (1%, f82, 2b), we transfer the origin to the 
point of, or to a point in, their intersectioln. Their equations become (? 13) 

alp+pa2=O, -? 18P+PI2 ?; 

and x, y being continuous scalar variables, 

u?= ax (a, a.),v /l(/1 

represent two directors lying in them, u in the first, v in the second (? 14). I 
enquire whether anid unider what conditions the plane angle formed by v anld v 
may have a maximal or a minimal value. Without loss of generality we may 
suppose that Tu - Tv = 1. 

The first and second partial derivatives of Suvi with respect to x and y are 

d Su5 '77 d Su3 77 _ 

dx 2 Suv 
-dy 

- 2Slv 

2 SuF r2 o2 SuF w2 

ad2 4 S, y2 4 
and 

d2 Suv 772 

Ox _ y 4= S1a1uV 
Tranis. Am. Math. Soc. 14 
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The two seconid partial derivatives, with respect to x, and with respect to y, 
being negative as compared with the function itself, the conditions for a maxi- 
mum or a minimum of Suv- are 

Sa1?u 3=0, S'3Uu i50, 
and 

S2uT > S2/3,a,UT, or S2uv3 < S2 31a,uT. 

Thus SuT3, and therefore also the angle of ut, v, will have maxima and min- 
ima if there exist an inequality of the form: 

ISuv + I Sa,u13,vI. 

Let it be supposed, for the moment, that the directors u, v are fixed by the 
conditions thus imposed (it will be shown presentlv that this is actually the case) 
and let u and v be turned in their respective planes about the origin througb 
the saine angle 17rO by multiplying the first by aO, and the second by /3, where 
0 is a scalar variable. 

(1) The essential preliminary condition: The plane of a0u and /80v shall 
intersect both (a1, a2 0) and (1,81, 12, 0) in straight lines, is here fulfilled; 
for y1, 7y being = UVa0Mv-3/30, UViia-0I31v, the equation of this plane is, by 
?15 (1), 

rYP +?P72 0 , 
and the sufficient conditions (? 18) 

S a,ry, Sagy2 , Si131y, S13272 
are here satisfied. 

(2) The angle qf aOu and 300v is isoclinal to (a, a2, 0) and (,13 812, O)for 
all values of 0. For we may write 

ao- + ya 10 x ? Y131 (x2?y2=l), 

and then, the conditions Sa,u7i3 S1,nu-v- 0 being satisfied, 

SI y/I xyS(3,a,u7 -U) - S/13Y 

Sa272 = - S3272 

that is, the corresponding exterior-interior dihedral angles on the same side of 
the transversal are equal. This isoclinal angle may thus be treated as a function 
of 0. 

(3) Let the values of 0 that make the angle of aou and 13v a maximum or a 
mlinimum be sought. The first and second derivatives of SaouT318T0 with respect 
to 0 are 

dSw = 
r S(a1 - )w (w oauv3I O), 

0da2w = 2- S(l + )3a,)w, d2S 2 
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and by virtue of the previously assumed conditions Saluv3 = S1lu;5 = 0, the 
first derivative vanishes for all integral values of 0. 

When 0 = 0 or an even number, the second derivative is a negative quantity 
if Sui > Sa1u/v1v, and these (as previously found) are the conditions that make 
Sui5 a inaximum. 

When 0 = an odd number, the second derivative is a positive quantity if 
Su7 > Sa1u,l1v, and these are the conditions that nmake Sui a minimum. 

It is immediately evident that if there be inaxima and minima, there are two 
of each, occurring alternately at intervals of ninety degrees; for the successive 
angles are: 

Z (at"u, I3ov) (0=zO 1, 2, 3), 

and Sa"ui2 - S/3OvT - 0 if 0 be an odd initeger. 
It will be shown presently (? 24) that non-integral values of 0 do not give rise 

to maximal or minitmal isoclinal angles. The above enumeration is therefore 
exhaustive. 

(4) lThe two planes of the maximal and minimal isoclinal angles, and these 
only, are orthogonal to both of the given planes. For, in order that the condi- 
tions for perpendicularity (? 19) may be satisfied, namely: 

Sa1ry1 = Sa2'y2 - S)3l7y = S)272 = 0 e 

it is niecessary and sufficient that x or y O (in a= - x 1, x+y0l, 
of (2)), and these are precisely the condition 0 = an integer. 

(5) If the terms of Suv > Sa1u,83v be interchanged, Suv- becomes a minimum 
and Salu/,3v a miaximum. Such an interchange, however, is merely equivalent 
to assigning u' = aLu, v' = 81v as the two director boundaries of the minimal 
and a u', 8,1v' as the director boundaries of the maximal angle. And unless 
Suv- Sa1u,31v, an inequality of the form Su-> Sa1n/31v may be assumed to 
exist. Hence if the conditions 

Sa1uT = 0 S/,3uT = 0, Sui5 + Sa1u/31v 

be satisfied, either St-v is a maximum and SanIu31v a minimum, or vice versa. 
(6) It remains to show that the conditions Sa1t;j = S,B31uT = 0 suffice to de- 

termine a convenient measure of the divergence of the two planes. In another 
form, Saniuv 0 is 

aluv - viial = 0, 
which is also 

/ al1u-T - /31vuial .= 0. 
But 

/31aluni + vita1/31 = 2S,81ayui5 = /3vTua, + vuta1/3, 

Multiplied by u7v this last equation is 
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2uTSI31a,uT = uvvf82a2n + v 3uiia31, 

whence, by equating scalar parts and dividing by 2, 

SuT3- SaluI3Lv = S(a1l31 + a2) . 

There is thus obtained, as the m,easure of divergence of the two planes, the 
product of the cosines of their numerical maximal and minimal isoclinal angles. 

24. The Ultimate Criteria of IXaxima and Xinima. The higher odd-order 
derivatives of Sw, = Sa"uT,8-37 are 

d2n-I SW n-1 7r 2n-1 

and the even-order derivatives are 

d 2n SW 2 

-d02'= (- 1> ) S(1 + I3al)w. 
If we write 

(a, 13) = (x + ya1, x + y131) I) 

and miaintain intact the conditions Saluv --S,3uT3 = 0, these higher derivatives 
become 

l12n- 7 (-71)71w2''xyS(alu/31v -u) 

d 2n = (_ 1)_ 2, (y2 - x2)S(a1u131v- up). 

Hence the derivatives of odd order vanish if, and only if, x = 0, or y = 0, or 
Saiu,31v = Sui5; and if Salu/31v = Suv all the derivatives of even order vanish. 
The immediate consequence is: 

Non-integral values of 0 (corresponding to x ?, 0, y + 0) give rise to neither 
maxinza nor minima of the isoclinal angle (actu, I9v) and the enumeration of 
? 23 (3) is complete. 

If the equations of the two planes be in the general form, referred to an arbi- 
trary origin, the conmmon vertex of their isoclinal angles is their point of meeting, 
or a point in their line of intersection, alnd c being the director to this point, we 
may assign as general solutions of their equations: c + atu and c + 839v respec- 
tively, where u and v are determined by the foregoing conditions for maxima 
and minima. The final form of our criterioni then is: 

The conditions necessacry and sufficient in order that the two planes 

* STRINGHAM: loc. cit. (3) (1888), p. 64. Of course the formulhe leading up to this result 
had been determined prior to the date August, 1888. Cf. HATHAWAY: loc. cit. (2) (1897), 
? 45, p. 10. 
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(a1 1%, 2a), (131, 182, 2b) may have maximcal and minimal isoclinal angles 
are: that there exist solutions c + acu and c + I31v, of their respective equa- 
tions, such that 

Sa1ul =0, S831u ?0 Su7 $ Salu/31v. 

25. The Maaximal and Minimal Angles Determined. It has been seen 
(? 23 (4) ) that the planes of the maximal and minimal isoclinal angles, and these 
only, cut both the given planes orthogonally. But the conditions of perpendicu- 
larity will be here satisfied by writing, as the equations of these two orthogonal 
transversals, 

y1 P +Py2 = y 71P-P72=0, 
where 

71= UVa1/31, 72 = UVa232. 

Hence the four intersections of these two planes with (a1, a 2 0) and ( I1,82' 0) 
must be the directors hitherto designated by u, v, a1u, 131v; and we may write 
(?18) 

,t = 1('1 + 72)-(71 + '2)a2 

V = 131(y1 + y2) - (y1 + y2) I2 ' 

alu=u =a 
('1- 2)-(71- 2)a2 

1l = = )31(71 - 72) -(71 
- y2)I2; 

and we may verify independently the necessary conditions 

Sa uT = 0, S,81v = 0, Salu'T = 0, SI31u'' = 0, 

which are in fact identities if u, Iv, u', v' have the values above assigned. 
The further conditions that u, v shall be perpendicular to u', v' (? 23 (3)) are 

here also satisfied, for the planes (71 729 0)9 (719 - 72, 0) are hyperperpendic- 
ular to one another (? 28); or it may be verified independently that 

Sui' = 0, Svv' 0. 

This determination fails if either 81 =t a, or 82 a2, for then either 
=01 ?, or 72 =0; but these are the conditions for the failure of maxima and 

minima (? 26). 
26. Failure of the Condition Suv * Salu/31v. From the conditions: 

Sa1uT = Sa2vu =0, S31ui3= S32;u = 0 

it follows, provided a, * /,3 and a2 * /82' that Wuv and VWu are numerical 
multiples of V,/1a, and Va2/32 respectively, and (assuming Tu = Tv= 1) we 
may write 
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UV = cOS4 + i4 81 sin (d4 = UV/lal), 

? = COS 82 sin (42 UVa2/32). 
We may also assume 

al - COS E1 + 81 sin e 

a232 2COS62 + 2 sin 2 
Then 

S(1 + I,3a1)uv = 2 sin siii ( 4- 

S(t + a2f82)u= 2 sin 2 sin j-2?)4 

and, therefore, in order that the condition Suv + Sacu,/1v may fail it is necessary 
and sufficient that 

=l = 2n 7r or 2n 7r 
and 

2= 2n27r or 2n27r +, 
or, in equivalent terms, 

/a= _ =-1 or - (vit)2 or _ (uT)2, 
and 

a"8, = _ 1 or -(itv)2 or (-VU)2 

and there are nine combinations. Any combination of the type /81a= - (VU)2, 

a =,32 - -(iv)2, however, leads to results identical with those obtained from 

/,al =- 1, a232 =; 1; for, from any of the pairs of equations of this type 
and from ? 23 (6) follows 

S(uT-)2 1S(al81 + a222) = ' 

an interchange of factors under S being here permissible; thus Vu= 0, 
u = v, and in fact 

1a1= 1, 2'82 -1. 

But also, this combination is a particular case (obtained by making u = v) 
of either of the remaining two and thus the two alternative conditions 

1= al a 2 =-a2(iv)2 or a2( 
and 

2 a2, a (Vu)2a, or (u7)2a1, 

account for all the cases that can arise. The specific value of uv is here unde- 
termined and may vary from a unit scalar to a unit vector value. 

It has been tacitly assumed that al, ,B1 in the one case, and a2, 182 in the 
other, are both essentially positive, but it is evident that the algebraic signs in 
the equations of the two planes can always be so disposed that this shall be the 
fact. The conclusion, in its general form, is: 
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(1) In order that the two planes (al, a2, 2a), (1381 132, 2b) may cease to 
have maximal and minimal isoclinal angles it is necessary that /31 = ? a1, 
or 8,2 = ? a2 and any one of these conditions is sufficient. 

(2) The isoclinal angle (alu, 13v) is constant under all variations of 0; 
this is apparent in the equations 

Saeu8/-0 = Suv3, Sua0,80;v = Suv ,* 

the first of which is a consequenlce of 81 = a,, the second of 32 = a2. 

26. An Example. The following example illustrates the failure of the con- 
ditions for maximal and minimal isoclinial angles. Suppose the equations of the 
two planes to be 

ap+_pa=O, ap+p/=O=. 

The first is equivalent to 
2aSp + 2SaVp 0, 

which involves the two equations 

Sp= O, SaVp O. 

Hence the values of p that satisfy the first equation represent vectors perpen- 
dicular to a and may be written in the form 

p - xa07, 

in which x and 0 are scalar variables and 7y is a vector constant, and the condi- 
tion Sary = 0 is necessary. 

The general values of p that satisfv the second equation may have the form 

p = xa0(a - 1). 

If now u = y and v = a -3 , then 

Sauvi = Say(13 - a), 

which vanishes if Saryfi _ 0, that is, if y be chosen coplanar with a and 18. 
Heince, with this choice of cy made, the directors y and a - ,3 satisfy the first 
two conditions for a maximal or a minimal isoclinal angle. But 

Sa0y(3 - a)a-0 = Sy(13 - a) = Suv 

for all values of 0 and the third condition fails. The isoclinal angle (a0li, a0v) 
remains unchanged during any variations of 0. In other words, every line 
in either plane has the same inclination to the other plane. 

Note that aou _ uaa2 , 8v =v v , and therefore Saluv03 8 - Sua1aP1v2 . 
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The angle of this inclination (constant isoclinal angle) is represented at C, 
in the accompanying figure. The equation 

ap + pa = 0 

represents a plane through 0 perpendicular to a, lyinig wholly within vector 
space (a space containing only vectors), and 

ap + p3= 0 

is the equation of a plane that intersects this vector space in a straight line 
through 0 parallel to a - ,3. 

?? 28, 29. SOME SPECIAL CASES. 

28. Perpendicularity. If the maximal isoclinal angle, say / (alu, /31v), be 
a right angle, then not only Sa,ua = 0, but also Salu,/3v - O, and 

Sa uT3/30 = 0 

for all values of 0; that is, a1u, a director in one of the planes, is perpendicular 
to I81v, any director (through their meeting point) in the other. This is per- 

C 

B 

O a A 

pendicularity according to the ordinary definition, though not of the ordinary 
sort along a line of intersection, for the planes may not meet in a line. 

Conversely, if the two planes be perpendicular to one another it must be pos- 
sible to assign in either of them a director that shall be perpendicular to every 
director in the other, say a1U and 81v, such that 

Sa u7,738 = 0, Sauv,81 = 0, 

where x and y are arbitrary scalars; and it follows (by assuming in succession 
x, y = 0, 1) that 

Sa uv = S/3uv3 = S/81alu = 0. 

These conditions make / (alu, 8lv) a maximal isoclinal angle if Suv + O . 
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But S,/3a,uvi is a factor in S(a1,l + a328) and therefore: 
In order that the planes (a1, a2 , 2a), (/131 I82' 2b) may satisfy the ordinary 

definition of perpendicularity it is necessarey and sufficient that 

S(aj31 + a2/32) = 0. 

There are three further distinct criteria to be considered, giving rise to three 
kinds of perpendicularity. 

(1) Salul3lv = 0, Suv * 0 or 1 . Resume the equations of ? 26 for ui5 and 
31al , omitting the ambiguous sign lnot here needed; we have 

uv = cos 0 + 81 sin , 318al= cos E1 + 81 sin e1, 
and therefore 

Salu31v -Cos (61 + k) = 0, 

7r 
e1 ?+ -- 

Hence Sa,/81 * Sa2j32 and the planes meet only in a point. According as 
/ (,l8, al) is large or small the minimal isoclinal anigle is smnall or large. The 
condition may be stated in the form: 

Sal)3= - Sa232 * 0, or i 1. 

(2) Salu,31v = 0, SuV = 1. Here E - ? =1 7r/2, and 31al is a vector; 
hence 

Sal8, 
= Sa2I32 - 0 

is the condition necessary and sufficient for simple perpendicularity along a 
line of intersection (the ordinary kind of perpendicularity); provided also, the 
planes being (a,, a2, 2a), (/531 132, 2b), the further condition 

alb -ba2 + 1a -a2 0 

is satisfied (?? 20, 21). 
(3) Sa,u/31v = SuS = 0. Here uT + vit = 0, (u-V)2 - 1 and therefore 

)31a, = t 1, a2!82 = F 1, 

that is, 83 = F a, and f82 = + a2, the combinations of signs being either - + 
or + -. 

If either of these pairs of conditions be assigned, that is, if u' and v' satisfy 
the equations 

a1u' u+ ua2=a 0 a v v'a2 ?0 
we may write (? 14) 

= a (al- a2), v = ay(al + a2), 

in which x and y are arbitrary scalars, and then 

Suz'v -Sa-y(ala2 - a2a1) , 
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and this is zero for all values of x and y. The geometrical interpretation of 
this result is that every line in either plane is perpendicular to every line in the 
other. In other words: 

lThe necessary and sufficient conditions for the hyperperpendicularity of the 
planes (al , a2, 2a), (/31 I32, 2b) are 

fla = 4 a, )3l2 =F: a2; 

or, expressed in another form, 

Sa/38 - Sa232 =t +1 

The conditions for maximal and minimal isoclinal angles fail. 
29. Parallelism. If two planes (al, a2, 2a), (30,1 I82' 2b) be parallel, the 

pairs of directors alu, 83v * that form their isoclinal angles are parallel for all 
values of 0, and in particular, if Tu = Tv = 1, 

Sutv = Sa1u/31v 1, 
whence 

S(a,113 + a2/32) 2. 

But also, they will have no point of intersection except at an infinite distance, 
and therefore 

ab - ba2 + 3a -a23, 

S(a2/32 - a1!31) 

and the further condition Sa2j32 = Scta,3 is necessary. Hence, for the two planes 
to be parallel it is necessary that 

Sa2/32 = Sa,, - 1. 

This condition is also sufficient, for, if it is satisfied, it immediately follows 
that S(a,183 + a2j2) = - 2 and Su - = Sa,u/31v = 1. Therefore: 

(1) In order that (a1, a2, 2a) and (I3,1 /82' 2b) may be parallel it is neces- 
sary and sufficient that 

al= 3 a2 2- 

(It is understood that the signs before a1, a2 in their respective equations are 
both positive.) 

It is immediately evident that the condition 

a1b - ba 2 + /31a - a132 = 0 

is satisfied. This I interpret as meaning that two parallel planes meet in a 
straight line at infinity. 

* These directors are supposed to be placed in their respective planes without reference to a 
particular origin. 
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(2) When the conditions for parallelism are satisfied, 

ala - aa2 =0, alb ba2 = O 
and we may write 

a ma9(al + a2), b = na4a, 

where rn, n, 0, p are arbitrary scalars, and the equation of (18, I 82, 2b) becomes 

a1p + pa, + 2nw1a = 0. 

It represelnts a doubly infinite series of plalnes parallel to (a1, a2, 2a), one series 
being obtained by varying n, the other by varying qb. 

(3) When the point of intersection of a pair of planes is mloved to an infinite 
distance, they have in general at the limit a point of intersection at infinity. 
But if the conditions for maximal and minimal isoclinal angles fail these angles 
become ultimately zero and the conditions for parallelism are satisfied. Thus 
planes that have a constant isoclinal angle and meet at infinity are parallel 
and meet in a straight line. 

?? 29-32. ISOCLINAL SYSTEMS. 

30. Two-dimensional Systems. The following group of theorems (?? 30- 
32) restate for planes through a point in four-dimensional space the fundamental 
parts of CLIFFORD'S theory of parallels in elliptic space of three dimensions 
(HATHAWAY'S theory of parallel and contra-parallel great circles on the hyper- 
sphere).* The planies and lines here considered are, without exception, sup- 
posed to pass through the origin; and by any plane, or any line, is meant a 
plane or a line satisfying this condition. 

Consider a series of planes meeting in a point no two of which have max- 
imal and minimal isoclinal angles, and place the origin at their point of mieet- 
ing. Correspondilng to the two conditions , = - a, ' 2 = i a2 of ? 26, 
there are two systems of planes: an a-system whose equations may be written in 
the forin (? 13) 

ap -pa' aa=O, 

and a /8-system whose equations similarly constructed are 

b6bf'P - p!3 = 0, 

where a and b are arbitrary versors whose different values produce the several 

* It was Professor HATHAWAY'S paper on Quaternions as Numbers of Four-Dimensional Space 
that forced upon my attention the essential identity of the two theories. It should be remarked 
that here, as also in HATHAWAY'S paper, the theory is stated as applying to elliptic space in its 
antipodal (spherical) form. 

The references to CLIFFORD, BUCHHEIM, KLEIN, WHITEHEAD are here important. 
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individual planes of the systems. Any system is thus determined by a char- 
acteristic vector a, or /3, and by the corresponding form of its equations. 

(1) Any two planes qf a system have a unique (constant) isoclinal angle 
(? 23), a consequence of the failure of the conditions for maximal and minimal 
isoclinal angles (? 26 (2)). 

(2) A transversal meeting any two planes of a system in straight lines 
makes equal dihedral angles with thenm. For, the two planes being respectively 
(a, - a-aa, 0), (a, - a'-'aa', 0) and their transversal being (y, -y', 0), 
the conditions for straight-line intersections are 

Say = Sa-'aay' = Sa"''aa' y', 

and in either case the cosine of the dihedral angle is - Say (? 19). Here, the 
signs of the scalar functions being alike, the equal dihedrals are the alternate 
exterior-interior angles on the same side of the transversal. 

Thus all the planes of a system determined by aniy unit vector are equally 
inclined to any tranlsversal meeting them in straight lines. They constitute 
what may be called an isoclinal syst'em, or a system, of isoclines. Two planes 
mnay be said to be mutually isoclinal when their isoclinal angle is constant; and 
from this definition it immediately follows that any two planes that are isocli- 
nal to a third plane are isoclinal to each other. 

(3) iTo a given plane through a given straight line there exist always two 
isoclines. For, given a plane (a , - 13, 0) and a straight line c, both of the 
planes whose equations are 

ap-pc-lac =0, c13c-'p-p3= 0 

are isoclinal to (a, - 1, 0) , and they intersect in c . 
(4) Given a and a, the equation ap - pa-laa = 0 is uniquely determined; 

but since we have identically 

a-laa - (aka)-1 a (aa), 

any pair of values a, a4a determines this same plane. Let a = 834; the equa- 
tion of the planes of the a-system has then the form 

a p (a+130)-' a (ak,) - . 

Changes in * give no new planes, btit there is a distinct plane for each value of 
b (within the limits 0, 4), and some (not all) of the differing values of 13 cor- 
respond to different planes. 

If a change from 1 to 81 makes no effective change in the equation, then 

1j13~ =a/s 13+a134, a13+13e = 13 a, 

from which it follows that V1301-0 is parallel to a; then 
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I3+ - a: 

Hence, corresponding to the varying scalar values of z, there is a singly in- 
finite series of changes in /8 which give rise to no new planes. 

But any uniit vector is determined by two independent scalar parameters and 
thus one parameter in ,B is at our disposal for producing new planies of the sys- 
tem. Therefore: 

A system of isoclines of given type (an a-system or a /3-system), correspond- 
ing to a given vector, consists of a doubly infinitte series of planes. It is a 
twvo-dimensional system. 

31. Cardinal and Ordinal Systems.* For brevity write a4, = -fafl4 and 
define the two-dimensional system of a-isoclines by the equation 

ap-pa, = 0. 

Changes in 4 produce a siifgly infinite series of planes whose isoclinal angles, 
formed by the successive members of the series with a fixed member of it, are 
all different; for the squared cosine of the isoclinal angle formed by (a, - a,,, 0), 
regarded as fixed, anid (a, - a<,, 0), any other plane of the series, is by ? 23 (6) 

S2UT = -(1 Sa a- , 
and this varies with 4). 

Now an infinite series of a-planes wlhich form with a fixed menmber of the 
a-series the same (constant) isoclinal angle may be determinied in the following 
manner: 

Subject the variable p in the equation ap - pa, = 0 to the rotational opera- 
tion a0( )a;-'. This leaves undisturbed all the points of the fixed plane 
(a, -a(,, 0) and rotates, without distortion, all other configurations in our four- 
dimensional space through the angle OrO.t The equLationi is tralnsformed into 

aa0pa - aOpa-,a4, 0 

and p now satisfies the equation 

ap) -pa ,a,,a,,O, 

which belongs to the a-system; and the isoclinal angle formed by the plane repre- 
sented by this equation, whose variations depend on 0, with the fixed plane 
(a, -a4,, 0) is the same for all values of 6; for its squared cosine is 

S2F == 7L - Sa a.,) (?23 (6)) 

Each new value of 0 (within the limits 0, 4) produces a new plane. 

* So far as I know the characterization of one-dimensional systems of isoclines (parallels in 
elliptic space) as of two types, here called cardinal and ordinal, has been made in no previous 
investigation. 

t STRINGIAM: IOC. Cit. (2) (1884), pp. 55-56. Compare also ?1 of this paper and HATHA- 
WAY: loc. cit. (3) (1898), pp. 93-94. 
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The doubly infinite series of a-isoclines is hereby determined. The planes of 
the system produced by the variations of b are transmuted ilnto one another by 
successive changes of the isoclinal angles (all different) which they form with a 
fixed miember of the series; I call themn ordinals. The planes of the system 
produced by the variations of 0 pass into one aniother by rotations about the 
fixed plane (a, - a,,,, 0), with which they form the same isoclinal angle; I call 
them cardinals. Thus the two-dimensional a-system is made up of one-dimen- 
sioual ordinal and cardinlal systems; and the same remark is also obviously true 
of a 8-systemn. 

Evidently any a-isocline belongs both to an ordinal systein and to a cardinal 
system, but two planes in a system of either type belong to different systems of 
the other type. We may exhaust the doubly infinite series of a-isoclines by 
setting up an infinite number of systems of either type; for example, a fixed 
value of 4 determines a cardinal systemn and the variations of 0 produce the 
planes of this system; then a second value of b determines a second cardinal 
system, aind so on. Briefly expressed: 

A complete system of isoclines consists indifferently of a simply infinite set 
qf ordinal systems, or of a simply infinite set of cardinal systems. 

I call attention to the formis of the expressions for p that satisfy respectively 
the two equations: namely, for the ordinal systemii +,8 and for the cardinal 
system cy(a + a,,)al, , where xc, y are arbitrary scalar variables.* 

32. Conjugate Systems. In general, a plane arbitrarily placed does not 
meet the isoclines of a system in straight lines. 

(1) If a plane have straight-line ittersections with three mnembers of a one- 
(limensional system (ordinal or cardinal) it meets them all in straiglit lies. 

We may assign as the mono-parametric equation of the system 

ap - pX = 0 = 

where X and ,l are constant unit vectors which may be so determined as to fit 
the case of either an ordinal or a cardinal system. The cutting plane being 
(y, - y', 0), the condition is that Sya = S7y'X, for three differenit values of 
b. This makes y' the axis of a cone on whose surface the three vectors X . 

(i 1, 2, 3) lie. But ,l is also the axis of this cone and therefore 'y' =,l 
for all values of c, and the condition becomes 

S,ya = Sy'Xk = Sx,; 

and to make Srya = SX, it suffices to determine y by the condition that its angle 
with a shall be equal to the angle of X, ,L . This condition being assigned 
write y = a'vfa-P, so that Sya = Sa,8 = SX,L . The transversal plane is now 
an isocline of the *-tL-system 

* Cf.HATH AWAY: loc. cit. (1) (1897), p. 55. 
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13,p -p, = 0 a P , 

every member of which meets in straight lines all the planes of the a-+-system. 
Thus (1) is proved not merely for one plane but for an entire one-dimensional 
system. 

(2) No two planes of the same system. intersect in a straight line; for 
Sa2 $ SX42?Y, unless 0 = 4' . 

The two systems are, in the proper sense, conjugate to one another. 
Note that one plane, (a, - u, 0) is isoclinal to all the planes of both systems. 
(3) The corresponding exterior-interior dihedral angles formed at their inter- 

sections by the planes of two conjugate systems are all equal to one another; 
for (see also ? 30 (2)), independently of the values of cf and f, 

Sa,,, = Sa,f = SXp S= X,. 

(4) Conjugate Systems of Ordinals. By assigning X = a and , = / we 
obtain at once, as the equations of the conjugate systems of ordinals 

ap -paa,= 0 (a, -*aJ3k), 

,f3,,p -pf =0 (X3>=a' a3a-k). 

(5) Conjugate Systems of Cardinals. If any three planes of the cardinal 
system, 

ap - pa7,9a1,ao, - 0 

be met by (y, - ry', 0) in straight lines we must have 

Srya =Sy ao 
for three distinct values of 0; whenlee follows y': ad,, and then 

Srya = Saad,, = Saa,,. 

For the determination of ry it suffices to write ry = a'al.,,a-6. The equation 
of the conjugate system of cardinals then takes the form 

a a,-,,,a p -Pa., = 0. 

If the equation of the initial system be 
4eA,-1 -te _g 0R Al 4,- p'13- 

the corresponding equation of the conjugate system is 

Agp - 0 . 

32. The Transition to Elliptic Space. The foregoing theory of isoclinal 
systems is clearly a three-dimensional geometry with planes as elements; it is, 
in fact, the geometry of the sheaf of planes in four dimensional space. All of 
these planes meet the hypersphere in great circles, the straight lines of an ellip- 
tic space (antipodal) whose aggregate is a "4 space of lines." Hence in order to 
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translate the propositions of isoclinal systems into their equivalents in elliptic 
space we have merely to take note of the following dualistic correspondences: 

In parabolic four-dimen- In elliptic three-dimen- 
sional space sional space: 

straight lines points, 
planes straight lines, 
isoclines parallels, 
dihedral angles plane angles, 
i perpendicular distance 

isoclinlal angle of two I ewe tosrih 
plane~~~s between two straigbt planes l lines. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
November, 1900. 
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